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His work is interdisciplinary and international and his group currently maintains close collaborations in 
Australia, Canada, China, France, Italy, Japan, and the Republic of Korea. 
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 data. Since 2016, focusing on UAV-based magnetic systems and data processing in relation UXO, 
 archaeology and geology. 
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investigations. In addition to research publications and media interviews, Alastair’s contributions to 
Holocaust research have been featured in documentaries, including Holocaust Escape Tunnel (2017) 
and The Good Nazi (2018). 
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 inversion of electromagnetic (EM) and potential field methods (gravity and magnetics). He studied 
 geophysics (1985-1992) at the University of Oulu in Finland. His PhD thesis (2003), under the 
 supervision of Prof. Sven-Erik Hjelt, delt with numerical modelling and inversion of EM data using 
 integral equation method. In 2003-2005, he specialized in potential field methods in crustal model 
 studies and started making graphical user interface (GUI) software for various geophysical applications. 
 In 2005-2014, when working as a lecturer of applied geophysics in Oulu University, he continued 
 making educational geophysical software some of which are freely available 
 (https://sites.google.com/view/markkussoftware). 

In 2015, Markku joined Radai Oy, a Finnish start-up company that aimed for geophysical surveying with 
UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles). At first, Radai focused on magnetic surveys. With a combination of a 
fixed-wing drones, a 3-component flux-gate magnetometer, and the equivalent layer modelling (ELM) 
method, Radai managed to achieve good data quality cost-effectively. During the last five years Radai 
has successfully finished over 40000 line-km of magnetic surveys. Currently, Markku is working on a 
novel drone-based EM system (Louhi) and hopes to get his 3D EM inversion program working soon. 
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Chair and Professor of Aerospace Engineering in the School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
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commercial and industrial applications. He is currently lead on a $5 million NASA project using 
autonomous aircraft to aid in future weather prediction and reporting for advanced aerial mobility 
applications, including drones and urban air taxis. He received his B.S. in Aerospace Engineering from 
the University of Oklahoma in 1990 and his M.S and Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering from the 
University of California at Berkeley in 1992 and 1995, respectively. He was a National Research Council 
Summer Faculty Fellow in the Air Force Research Laboratory and received the SAE Ralph Teetor Award, 
the Lockheed Martin Teaching Award, and the OSU Regents Distinguished Teaching Award, among 
other teaching and mentoring awards. He serves on numerous committees and teams working on AAM 
integration, including the Governor’s Aerospace and Autonomous Systems Council. He is a native 
Oklahoman and dedicates much of his efforts to K-12 education, STEM workforce development, and 
increasing diversity in engineering and science. 
 

• Tom Pils, The Drone Lawyer, Complex drone operations – flying through the regulations 

Biography: Tom Pils is an Australian lawyer specialising in the area of drone law and the regulations 
surrounding this fascinating area of human ingenuity. Tom has represented drone operators being 
investigated by the regulator, worked with training schools to develop pragmatic commercial drone 
pilot content, and advised TV stations on sensitive drone operations. Tom has also written pieces for 
legal and non-legal publications and continues to promote drone law education, with advice and 
representation where needed. Tom and his associates continue the mission to be the lawyers in your 
corner of the sky. 
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• Ron Bell, International Geophysical Services, LLC, UAS Enabled Gamma Ray Mapping at the 
Schwartzwalder Mine, Jefferson County, CO, USA 

Biography: After more than four (4) decades applying ground, airborne, and borehole geophysics to 
resource exploration and environmental subsurface characterization, in 2017 began conducting field 
trials of a prototype version of the MagArrowTM, an innovative low power, light weight 
magnetometer made by Geometrics, Inc. In the fall of 2018, the production version of the instrument 
was introduced to the market. From 2018 through today, Ron has conducted more than 50 UAV 
enabled low altitude aeromagnetic surveys using the system for a broad array of applications including 
the exploration for minerals, groundwater, geothermal, and hydrocarbons, locating legacy oil and gas 
wells and pipelines, and detecting and mapping geohazards. Ron is an internationally recognized 
advocate for the application of drones to geoscientific mapping, is a Part 107 certified UAV pilot, and 
holds a BS in Applied Physics from Michigan Technological University. 
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Development of a drone-based GPR system for alpine glacier surveying 
Bastien Ruols1, Ludovic Baron1, and James Irving1

1 Institute of Earth Sciences, University of Lausanne, Switzerland 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has served as a key tool in the field of glaciology for more 
than 50 years thanks to the excellent propagation characteristics of radar waves in ice. In alpine 
glacier environments, the GPR method has been successfully used to (i) determine ice thickness 
and monitor the nature of the glacier bed; (ii) locate internal layering; (iii) identify shear zones 
and crevasses; (iv) map internal water bodies; (v) estimate ice water content; (vi) distinguish 
between cold and temperate ice; and (vii) identify and characterize englacial and subglacial 
channels. Typically, alpine glacier GPR surveys are carried out directly on the surface of the 
ice (e.g., by walking, skiing, or with snowmobiles), or via helicopter several tens of meters 
above the glacier. An advantage of helicopter-based acquisitions is that they permit the 
coverage of large areas; however, this comes at the expenses of reduced resolution of glacier 
internal structure, in particular in the context of 3D surveys. With ice-based acquisitions, on the 
other hand, detailed 3D imaging is possible, but it is extremely time consuming to cover large 
areas. Further, surface features such as crevasses and moulins can make such surveys extremely 
dangerous and render many regions of the glacier inaccessible. Recent advances in the 
development of uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAV) open new data acquisition possibilities for 
glacier GPR data, which combine the advantages of these surveys. 

We are in the process of developing a drone-based GPR system that allows for safe and efficient 
high-resolution 3D and 4D data acquisition on alpine glaciers. Our custom-built GPR 
instrument uses real-time sampling to record traces of length 2800 ns, which corresponds to a 
depth of over 200 m in glacier ice. Each trace is stacked over 5000 times and acquired using a 
sampling frequency of 320 MHz, the latter of which is just enough to avoid aliasing with our 
lightweight, 70-MHz-center-frequency antenna. Traces are recorded at a rate of 14 Hz, meaning 
that a drone speed of at least 4 m/s can be considered while maintaining a sufficiently high trace 
density for high-resolution studies. This is at least four times faster than a conventional survey 
on foot. The total weight of our GPR system plus single transmit/receive antenna is around 2 
kg. The drone used in our work has a maximum payload capacity of about 6 kg, and is equipped 
with a radar-based ground sensor which enables us to follow the glacier surface topography 
during the flights at a minimum height of 1.5 m. An independent differential GPS allows us to 
locate each recorded GPR trace with decimeter precision. 

We performed initial tests with the above-described system in August 2021 on the Otemma 
Glacier in the Swiss Alps. This glacier has been previously studied in detail by our group with 
multiple foot-based GPR surveys, and thus provides an excellent opportunity for comparison 
in terms of data quality. Around one-hundred-line kilometers of GPR data were recorded over 
a 10-days period. The recorded data include dense 3D grids as well as numerous 2D survey 
lines that cover a large portion of the glacier, including some profiles across the entire valley. 
These first field results show the concrete benefit of drone-based GPR surveys and motivate 
further development towards 3D and 4D studies. 
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Using a Drone-based Ground Penetrating Radar for Avalanche Victim Search: A Case Study 
from Northern Spain 

Kristaps Brass*, SPH Engineering 
Alexey Dobrovolskiy, SPH Engineering 
Iñigo Sánchez Fernández, SEPA-Mountain Rescue Group 
José Rico Fernández 
Pedro Mongelos, ArcelorMittal Global R&D 
Juan Rodríguez Rodríguez, GAM Drones 

Abstract 

On January 1, 2021, at 15:38 h, the 112 Asturias 
Coordination Center in Northern Spain received a call from 
a driver indicating that an avalanche may have trapped a 
snow clearing machine. 

At that time, the SEPA Mountain Rescue Group, the Canine 
Rescue Unit of SEPA, Civil Guard, and a team of firefighters 
from the nearest Fire Station were mobilized. However, 
access to the area was made difficult by an intense 
snowstorm that was accumulating large amounts of snow on 
the road. Upon arrival of the first rescue teams, search with 
rescue dogs and a random probe search method were carried 
out trying to locate the machine that was missing along with 
two workers. 

At 23:24 h, the lifeless body of one of the workers was 
found. It was buried in the snow on the road, very close to 
where the snow clearing machine had been hit by the snow 
avalanche. Later in the night it was decided to suspend the 
search work due to the high risk of new snow avalanches in 
the area and because the chances of finding the second 
operator alive were low. 

For the purpose of finding the victim, a 500 MHz center 
frequency ground penetrating radar (GPR) antenna was 
chosen to be used - Radar Systems Zond-12e Drone 500A 
Lite. 

Due to the dangerous nature of this area, using a drone for 
carrying the GPR was safer for the personnel involved. The 
drone team used a DJI M600 Pro drone equipped with SPH 
Engineering SkyHub onboard computer and radar altimeter. 

Flight planning and execution was done using UgCS ground 
control software, which in combination with the onboard 
computer and altimeter allowed the drone with the GPR to 
fly in true terrain following (TTF) mode, using real-time data 
from the altimeter to keep a constant low altitude above the 
ground. 

When analyzing the data, an assumption was made that the 
victim should be located somewhere in the middle of the 
snow, between the top layer and the soil. Otherwise, if the 
victim would have been lying close to the soil, it would have 
been virtually impossible to identify it as an anomaly in the 
data. 

Initially after searching the area around one of the points 
identified by the GPR, a carcass of a deer was found. This 
was initially suspected to be the cause of the anomaly in 
the GPR data. However, later near the same area the 
missing body of the avalanche victim was found. 

After comparing both locations it was found that the deer 
was about 5 m further away from the anomaly marked in the 
data while the body of the victim was a lot closer to it. 
Furthermore, the deer was lying only a couple of centimeters 
from the surface of the snow which does not correspond to 
the depth of the anomaly in the data as this would have been 
virtually indistinguishable from the surface area. 

Even though in this case the airborne GPR was not directly 
responsible for leading the rescue team to the remains of the 
victim, it managed to correctly identify its location before 
the rescue team found it. 

While GPR on a drone cannot serve as the only means to 
look for avalanche victims, it can certainly be used as one of 
the tools in the search. Even though certain problems such 
as GPS accuracy, real-time obstacle detection still need to be 
solved, there is a potential in using drone-based GPR to 
search for avalanche victims. 

Figure 1: Location of missing avalanche victim found in the airborne 
GPR data 
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Drone-mounted GPR surveying: flight-height considerations for diffraction-based velocity analysis 

Adam D Booth1, Tiffany M Koylass1 (School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds) 
1. School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is well established as near-surface geophysical imaging tool and is one 

of several geophysical systems to be considered for deployment on a drone-based platform. Most often, 

GPR antennas maintain a close contact with the ground surface. However, the growing availability and 

affordability of drone technology has prompted experimentation with drone-based GPR deployments. 

Drones offer advantages including improved survey efficiency and/or facilitating imaging over dangerous 

or inaccessible terrain. However, to date, no study has considered the impact of using a drone platform 

on the accuracy of quantitative interpretations of subsurface GPR velocity. 

An important aspect in the design of a drone-based GPR acquisition is the constraint of flight height. The 

experience of vehicle-mounted GPR surveys can provide a foundation for height considerations, with 

typical advisory guidelines suggesting a height of 0.5-1.5 times the dominant radar wavelength. 

However, these surveys often use horn antennas: these maximise radiation in the target direction, but 

are bulkier than many commercial bow-tie antennas and (especially when combined with batteries and 

control consoles) may exceed the payload of a small drone. Most assessments of drone-based GPR data 

are based on amplitude considerations, and aim to ensure that image quality is not critically impacted 

by geometric/attenuation losses, interference with ground surface multiples or diminished spatial 

resolution. 

In this study, we focus less on amplitude considerations and on the consequences of different flight 

heights for accurately deriving GPR velocity from the curvature of diffraction hyperbolae. This approach 

is often used for obtaining velocity data in common offset GPR profiles, with velocities used for depth 

estimation and migration. Strong GPR velocity contrasts across the air-ground interface introduce 

significant refraction effects that distort diffraction hyperbolae and introduce errors into diffraction- 

based velocity analysis. The severity of these errors is explored with synthetic GPR responses, using ray- 

and finite-difference (gprMax) approaches, and a real GPR dataset acquired over a sequence of 

diffracting features buried up to 1 m in the ground. Throughout, GPR antennas with 1000 MHz centre- 

frequency are raised from the ground to heights < 0.9 m (0-3 times the wavelength in air). Velocity 

estimates are typically within +10% of modelled values (spanning 0.07-0.13 m/ns) if the antenna height 

is within ½ wavelength of the ground surface (figure 1a,b). Greater heights reduce diffraction curvature, 

damaging velocity precision and masking diffractions against a background of sub-horizontal reflectivity 

and/or multiple reverberations. Our real dataset, acquired with Sensors&Software PulseEKKO PRO 

1000 MHz antennas mounted in a height-adjustable polystyrene frame, highlights further problems of 2021 SUMMIT ON DRONE GEOPHYSICS, 2-4 NOVEMBER 3



the drone-based platform. While a sequence of diffraction hyperbolae is clearly visible in the ground-

based dataset (Figure 1ci), reverberations in the air-gap obscure them for flight-height greater than 

0.05 m (Figure 1cii). Furthermore, spatial resolution is reduced in our highest flight-height (0.35 m; 

Figure 1ciii) such that the sequence of diffractions appears as a specular sub-horizontal surface. 

Drone-based GPR platforms merit further investigation, potentially having useful applications for 

imaging specular reflectivity. However, where diffraction hyperbolae are targeted for either qualitative 

imaging or quantitative interpretation, we suggest the drone-based deployment of bow-tie antennas 

would be unsuitable. Velocity control for any subsurface interpretation should instead be drawn from 

complementary ground-based antennas or another source of ground-truth control. 
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Figure 1. a) Measured RMS velocity (vRMS) and, via Dix’s Equation, estimated reference velocity (vref = 0.079 

m/ns) for a diffraction hyperbola modelled in gprMax, with flight-height (h) increased to 0.6 m (2λ). b) vref 

in (a) expressed as a percentage overestimate. c) Real GPR data, simulating a drone-based acquisition at 

flight heights of (i) 0 m, (ii) 0.05 m and (iii) 0.35 m). Prominent diffractions in (i) are obscured in (iii). 
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UAV based semi airborne EM for groundwater investigations – first results 

Authors: Ronczka, M., Günther, T., Rochlitz, R. and M. Müller-Petke 

UAV-based geophysics gained more attention for a wide range of applications. The possibility to collect 
3D data sets covering areas of some square kilometres is of major importance and thus fills a long 
missing gap in geophysical prospecting. Thus, it perfectly fits into the geophysical method bundle on a 
local scale.  

Our main objectives are hydrogeophysical site characterizations, explorations of geologic structures or 
investigations of the freshwater-saltwater interface in coastal regions. We use a semi-airborne 
approach that was developed during the DESMEX project (Becken et al. 2020), with a grounded dipole 
as transmitter (Fig. 1b) and a UAV system to record magnetic fields in the air. We use a TXM-22 
transmitter from Metronix to inject square-wave currents of about 20 A with a base frequency of 32 
Hz. The octocopter, manufactured by Arealis, has a maximum payload of 9 kg and a flight time of about 
20 – 25 minutes with mounted sensors and datalogger. Magnetic field components are recorded in 
three directions with a Fluxgate magnetometer for low frequencies and a coil triple for higher 
frequencies, both mounted on a pendulum bar below the UVA (Fig. 1a). The attitudes are recorded 
with an IMU sensor on the pendulum bar and at the UAV. We can also observe a drift in the IMU yaw 
angle along a flight line. As we do not see the same trend in the attitude files recorded by the UAV, we 
merge the two datasets and use a joint telemetry of both for further data processing. It is possible to 
register data on a several square kilometre large area with a comparably low effort.  

We present first data from a test site in northern Germany near Hannover. Although we use the site 
mainly for testing purposes, a possible saltwater contamination can be expected due to a waste 
disposal from potassium salt mining in the vicinity. The investigated area is about 700 x 750 m large 
with the source dipole at the northern end. We planned the survey with distances of 30 m for flight 
lines perpendicular to the transmitter and 100 m for tie lines parallel to the transmitter. The velocity 
of the UAV system was set to 5 m/s and the altitude to 40 m above ground. We divided the area into 
4 subareas such that each subarea covers a flight time of 17 – 20 minutes. The recorded attitude 
showed no drifts or peaks that can lead to artefacts during data processing. Due to the large signal 
strength, we can clearly identify harmonics of the base frequency up to several kHz and calculate 
transfer functions used for data inversion. A preliminary inversion result (Fig. 1e) shows a low 
conductive layer at 50 m depth at the beginning of the profile, which is dipping down to approx. 100m 
towards the end.  
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Fig. 1: a) UAV system and sensors, b) transmitter equipment with generator, TXM-22 and electrode 
field for the grounded dipole, c) telemetry for rotation of magnetic fields, d) transfer functions in nT/A 
for several flight lines, e) inversion result of one flight line 
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Novel Flying EM Sensor for Agricultural Research 

Yuri Manstein, Ph.D. and Larisa Golovko, Ph.D. 
SiberGeo OÜ and Landviser s.r.o. 

Tallin, Estonia and Prague, Czech Republic 

Information on soil properties is of vital importance for crop development but very difficult to obtain 
from the online data stores such as satellite imagery repositories and digitized soil maps. Only the 
information about top soil is possible to derive from the imagery of the bare soil, and agricultural land is 
covered with crops most of the time. Soil profiles are complex and agronomical properties vary not only 
in the topsoil but also with soil depth. Collecting and analyzing soil samples to fully characterize soil spatial 
variability impacting crop productivity is not only time consuming but in most cases cost-prohibiting. While 
there are numerous on-the-ground geophysical sensors measuring soil electrical parameters, such as 
electrical conductivity and resistivity, most of them still require walking or driving agricultural machinery 
on the field. 

Previously developed sensors were thoroughly tested on agricultural fields to provide detail interpolated 
map of important agrophysical soil properties at multiple depths. Figure 1 shows example of using 
combination of resistivity mapping, vertical electrical sounding, and reduced soil sampling to map soil clay 
content, water field capacity, and filtration coefficient at different depths. 

Fig. 1. The soil physical properties maps at 16 feet inverted from electrical resistivity measured at the 
surface with contact DC methods. 

Even faster farm filed characterization is possible with electromagnetic inductions instruments 
developed by various companies. SiberGeo has two multi-frequency EMI instruments, AEMP-14 (14 
frequencies, ~8 m depth) and Geovizor (3 frequencies, ~3 m depth), which were thoroughly tested in many 
applications and was mounted on various vehicles for faster data acquisition. 

Generally, the electrical resistivity measured with non-contact EMI instruments correlates well with 
the more traditional DC methods of resistivity measurements and can show different textural layers in soil 
profile, outlining both lateral and vertical variability continuously (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Continuous profile of electrical resistivity measured with EMI instrument showing top sand and 
bottom clay layers and groundwater at 3.5 m depth. 

Such fast and detail data acquisition is unvaluable in agricultural research to plan field trial layouts, 
obtain detailed data on soil properties at multiple depths for breeding analysis, especially for developing 
stress-resistant (salinity, drought) and nutrient-efficient (N fertilizer utilization) crop varieties. 

Although fast, most existing EMI sensors are big, heavy, and awkward to handle, since transmitter and 
receiving coils have to be physically separated by several meters to penetrate deeper. When mounted on 
the machinery they have to be placed on non-conductive platform and separated from the machine far 

enough to avoid signal interference. Those drawbacks limit their 
usefulness to monitor soil condition during crop growth. 

To address those challenges we have developed a new mobile 
universal soil EC sensor (EM) as payload on the octocopter UAV to 
be able monitor soil conditions on and off growing seasons, without 
use of the machinery. The weight of the existing Geovisor instrument 
was further reduced, the balancing harness and flying protocol for DJI 
Matrice UAV was developed, and the data acquisition and output files 
suitable for interfacing with other sensors and crop data were provided 
to the research collaborators. 

Fig. 3. New EMGeoDrone test flight and parameters. 

 Generator diameter: 300 mm
 Number of turns in generator coil: 21/2
 Pump supply voltage: 8.5 V
 Receiver diameter: 50 mm
 Number of turns in receiving coil: 42
 Preamplifier gain total: 2000
 Total weight of the device without handle and footrest: 3328 g.

The device flights at precise height 20-40 cm, measuring EC at 3 frequencies, corresponding to 3 
depths, approximately 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 m. The precise height stability is obtained by lidar sensor usage. 
Electric resistivity measurement can be shown as maps of resistivity at various frequencies (depths) and 
various height of flight. 

Disclaimer: the EMGeoDrone sensor was developed with the support of EU HORIZON 2020 research 
and innovation program, PARSEC Consortium, under grant agreement #824478 “Crop Predictions Take 
Flight – Linking Genomics and Geophysics”. 
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Improving data while reducing risks: How UAVs are redefining magnetic surveying for 
Unexploded Ordnance 

Mick Emil Kolster 
National Space Institute, Division of Geomagnetism and Geospace 
The Technical University of Denmark 
Correspondence: memkol@space.dtu.dk 

Drones, or more specifically, small remotely and autonomously piloted aircraft systems, are 
rapidly gaining traction for magnetic surveying purposes. Interesting applications for such 
surveys include area scans for unexploded ordnance (UXO), where the most common 
established methods of measurement involve ground-based and marine measurement 
platforms. Drone systems fill a gap between these two survey methods, being uniquely suited 
for surveying in areas with difficult terrain, such as steep topography and shallow water areas. 

Collection of drone magnetic data is fairly practicable, as the data quality need not trade off 
significantly with, e.g., the speed at which data can be collected across an area. A few 
specifically important factors of concern, when collecting high-quality drone data, include the 
degree of control held over the trajectory of the magnetic sensor, the stability of the sensor 
head when following that trajectory, and the successful mitigation of the magnetic disturbance 
field produced by the drone platform itself. Unfortunately, these properties are often mutually 
exclusive, calling for a design trade-off, which should ideally be founded in the objective of the 
survey. The trade-off used will largely determine the origin of noise components within the 
data, which we shall touch upon when discussing the processing workflow. Regardless of survey 
type, the risk profile of the operation, which includes the hazard of UXO detonation, should be 
established and closely evaluated prior to commencement of work. For ground surveys, such as 
those which involving wheeled vehicles or walking surveyors, the use of drones can significantly 
reduce the UXO detonation hazard. Furthermore, in certain areas, such those plagued by 
landmines, common ground methods seldomly constitute a reasonably practicable option. 
Alleviation of risk is also available for typical marine operations, as the need for mapping 
shallow water areas, or areas near shoals or cliffs, can often be reduced or even completely 
eliminated. However, the addition of a drone component to an operation is also not risk-free, 
and the added complexity and hazards imposed by it must therefore be properly mitigated. 

In this talk, I will briefly introduce drone based magnetic surveying, and provide an overview of 
the fundamental concepts of such operations in the scope of UXO detection, as well as the risks 
involved.  A demonstration of a few useful, readily accessible data processing methods follow 
the introduction. These methods were originally developed with drone-based magnetic 
surveying in mind, but are also applicable, for example, within marine settings. The final part of 
the talk will present results from different UXO and landmine mapping surveys, which 
demonstrate the high data quality obtainable using drone systems, given the right 
considerations, components, and strategy. 
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Rotary-wing UAV aeromagnetic surveys are a relatively new, commercially-
available method of collecting magnetic data. UAV aeromagnetic surveys have the potential 
to offer significantly higher resolution than most piloted aircraft surveys at a fraction of the 
cost (although with a smaller aerial footprint), and they offer denser data coverage than 
traditional walking surveys. Commercially-available UAV aeromagnetic configuration 
consist of a magnetic sensor often suspended from a 3 m sling attached to a Matrice 600 
hexacopter. This configuration, however, limits the precision of the survey to about 3 nT 
due to magnetic interference, largely from the UAV’s six motors. While this precision is 
more than adequate for many surveys, it is insufficient for characterizing weakly magnetic 
targets such as diffuse rare-earth-element (REE) mineral deposits. REE deposits can 
produce an anomaly as low as 2-3 nT at two meters altitude (the likely maximum altitude 
of a walking magnetic survey). We apply the weak-mineral-deposit use-case as a 
benchmark precision level to improve UAV aeromagnetic surveys.  

To increase survey precision, we developed a new Matrice M600 UAV configuration: 
a Geometrics Magarrow™ payload suspended from a 5-meter sling coupled with a custom 
magnetic compensation model. The longer sling reduces magnetic interference from the 
UAV similar to deploying a “bird” from piloted platforms; the compensation model 
primarily reduces heading error. The Magarrow, according to specifications, has a heading 
error that can be as large as 5 nT. Further, the Magarrow is an optically-pumped atomic 
total field magnetometer, which may have a non-linear response to heading direction. We 
therefore developed a 10-parameter compensation model, with nine terms that model the 
heading error, and an additional term to offset errors from altitude variations within the 
average vertical gradient.  

To assess the precision and repeatability of the new configuration we flew four 
magnetic surveys with identical flight line plans, two each at nominal altitudes of 25 and 40 
meters. An additional walking survey was performed to serve as “ground truth”. 
Independent compensation-model-coefficients were generated from the 40 m survey, one 
set of model coefficients for each survey. Not surprisingly, application of these models to 
their respective 40 m datasets significantly reduced the noise in the data (fig. 1). However, 
to test the model concept independently, the two compensation model instances (the two 
sets of coefficients derived from 40 m data) were then applied separately to each 25 m 
survey, producing four compensated 25 m surveys. These four surveys were then 
compared to each other, and to the upward-continued ground survey, to assess the survey 
precision.  

The results indicate that the precision of the new UAV aeromagnetic configuration is 
estimated to be sub-nT, with 50% of the noise component less than 0.3 nT, and 90% less 
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than 0.6 nT. The new configuration produces an increase in precision of at least 5X over a 
commercially available option that uses a 3 m sling and meets the benchmark of detecting 
weakly magnetic mineral deposits. It is also easily replicated, so that commercial UAV 
surveyors may modify their configuration and apply the new compensation model, if they 
wish to take advantage of the higher precision. 

Figure 1. Total magnetic intensity for survey flights, 40 m and 25 m flight heights. F40a U and F40a C are the 
uncompensated and compensated magnetic intensity, respectively, for flight 40a (one of the training datasets). F25a U and 
F25a C are the uncompensated and compensated magnetic intensity, respectively, for flight 25a (one of the test datasets), 
using the compensation model derived from flight 40a.  The low-amplitude anomaly present in the study area is clearly 
displayed in both magnetically compensated datasets. Black lines indicate survey flight lines. Note color scale is different for 
the uncompensated and compensated datasets. 
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Summary 

In standard airborne magnetic surveys, the contractor undertakes a calibration test flight or 
“Compensation box” flight to determine calibration factors for compensation of the magnetic data, 
due to heading errors from the sensor and / or the acquisition-system’s response to the ambient 
magnetic field. 

The calibration flight also facilitates a quantitative determination of drone-sensor noise levels in 
conditions approximating that of the survey; acquisition caveats for the stability of the system 
through noise levels on turn maneuvers, and reliability and accuracy of sensor position. The 
quantification (measuring) of these variables of the drone-system can be generalized under the 
term “metrics”. 

Calibration flights are typically acquired at high altitudes to reduce the contribution to the signal 
from geological features. Drone regulatory restrictions normally prohibit flying heights similar to 
those used by aircraft for acquisition of a survey compensation box. The review of such metrics in 
these drone-systems have not traditionally been performed. 

Investigations have been undertaken to devise methods that would allow for determination of 
metrics and calibrations of drone-magnetic systems. This study shows the results of a small 100 
by 100-meter calibration and system check where the sensor altitude was approximately 110- 
meters (approximately 3 times the nominal survey clearance height), with 10-meter line-spacing. 
At this altitude, small magnetic anomalies of ground-based sources in the recorded signal are 
attenuated, whilst any drone-system based anomalies now contribute a greater proportion to the 
recorded signal. 

With reference to Figure 1, each line was flown 3 times to investigate for repeatability of 
navigation and magnetic data. Every second line was flown in the same direction with the alternate 
lines flown in the opposite direction, to aid in determining any heading correction. 
No signal processing was performed on the magnetic data other than a diurnal correction. This 
enables a review of minor magnetic anomalies which may be attributed to the drone-system itself. 

Repeating the compensation test at intervals during the survey helps to identify any possible drift 
in the equipment that may cause a change in absolute error with time. 
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Conclusions 

The compensation flight for this survey helped to identify a 0.3 nT heading error, 0.2 nT system 
repeatability and GPS positioning repeatability of 0.5 meters. Knowledge of these metrics provides 
confidence in the integrity of the data within these limits, identification of genuine anomalies and 
correction of heading errors before the data levelling process, to produce a better processed 
product. Repeating the compensation test at intervals during the survey provides ongoing 
confidence in the data integrity as acquisition proceeds. Calculating precision metrics in this 
manner for drone surveys brings the method’s reliability and data quality closer to the high 
standards now accepted for fixed wing platforms. 
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Figure 1: (Upper) diurnally corrected magnetic grid overlaid with alternating east-west flight-path directions (orange and 
black arrows), with a dynamic range of approximately 5 nT. (Lower) transect line AB of the grid with an approximate 
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Drone magnetic survey users need a simple, low cost, and easily flown method for measuring 
magnetic survey noise levels. This is needed to ensure that the data meets their clients’ 
requirements and to make system comparisons. Conventional “Figure of Merit” measures are 
unsuited for most multicopter drone systems. Fourth-difference noise levels assessments do not 
assess the frequencies that are important to most clients and are highly dependent on the 
sampling rate so comparisons between systems cannot easily be made. 

“Noise” in this context refers to magnetic survey measurements variations found between 
repeated measurements. In low level drone surveying the main sources of noise are from 
variations in the sensor height from the ground, sensor movement during surveys, sensor 
precision and accuracy, and magnetic fields from electrical currents and components in the 
survey system. The exception to this noise definition is the slow diurnal variations that can be 
monitored and corrected with base station magnetometer measurements.  

It is the sum of all these noise sources that determine the survey quality. Best survey practice 
may be that an assessment of this is given to the client as part of the tendering process and during 
a pre-survey test on site before the survey starts. 

Figure 1 shows one such simple test that can be easily completed in a single 15-20 minute flight. 
It involves flying a box with 400m sides three times in a clockwise direction, and then 3 time in 
an anticlockwise direction at survey speed as high as flight permits allow (100-500m). The sides 
of the box are parallel and perpendicular to the planned line direction. This simple test has many 
benefits such as: 

a) Provides a quantitative assessment of sensor flying position precision
b) Provides a quantitative assessment of drone system magnetic noise of the system in flight
c) Provides a measurement of heading corrections
d) Allows the flight characteristic of the sensor along lines and during turns to be assessed

As system noise levels are a function of weather conditions, such a test can also be done as the 
weather changes to determine if the noise levels remain suitable for continued data acquisition. 
The length of the box side should be long enough to include the anomaly wavelengths of interest 
to the client.  

This survey was completing at a constant elevation however if vertical variations are made along 
the flight lines the drape performance of the system may also be assessed.  
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Figure 1 Repeatability test flight data showing a) flight lines of 400m x 400m box with contours of local magnetic field, b) 
Residual magnetic data repeats from Line 1 showing approximately 0.2nT noise envelop and no heading error, c) Residual 
magnetic data repeats from Line 2 showing approximately 0.2nT noise envelope and 0.06nT heading error, d) elevation repeats 
for Line 1 showing about a 1m variation in flying height across repeat lines. 
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Using drones for archaeological investigations of Holocaust sites in Lithuania and Poland 
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Unlike western Europe, forensic and archaeological investigations of Holocaust sites within eastern 
Europe were limited from 1944 to the early 1990s, during the period of Soviet occupation. In Lithuania 
and Poland, the preservation and documentation of many Holocaust sites has become a race against 
time to circumvent inadvertent destruction by new infrastructure developments (urban renewal), and to 
bring a sense of closure to the few Holocaust survivors still alive and their families. Compounding this 
issue, archaeological excavations are difficult to permit at Holocaust sites because of concerns from local 
and international Jewish communities around disturbing the remains of the dead, and because of 
specific prohibitions outlined in Jewish religious Halakha laws.  

Non-invasive geophysical methods have thus become an important tool in archaeological investigations 
of sensitive Holocaust sites, not only to delineate mass graves, but to map structures like tunnels and 
buried building foundations. In addition to surface-based geophysical methods, including electrical 
resistivity tomography (ERT), magnetics, EM terrain-conductivity mapping, and ground-penetrating 
radar (GPR), we have successfully employed drone-based photogrammetric and multispectral imaging 
methods at numerous Holocaust sites in Lithuania and Poland. The high-resolution topographic models 
and imagery provided by the drone-based surveys not only help contextualize historical air photos and 
maps, they also enable the rapid identification of areas suitable for more targeted ground-based 
geophysical investigations. In the talk we present case studies from two Holocaust sites in Lithuania and 
Poland. 

Near Kaunas, Lithuania, between 1941 and 1944, at least 50,000 people were shot and buried in a series 
of parallel trenches on the grounds of the IXth Fort. Photogrammetry and multi-spectral imaging, in 
combination with ground-based geophysical methods, helps reveal which parts of the trenches are still 
intact, and which areas have been destroyed by Soviet-era destruction. The destroyed areas include 
those from forensic excavations, completed in the 1950s and 1960s to leverage war reparations out of 
Germany, and by the construction of a Soviet monument at the site in the 1980s.   

In the former Warsaw Ghetto in Poland, we use a similar approach to map the buried remains of the 
Mila 18 bunker. The bunker was used by resistance fighters during the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto Uprising in 
defiance of Nazi attempts to liquidate the ghetto. The Mila 18 memorial site is one of the few areas of 
the former Warsaw Ghetto that was not built over during post-war reconstruction. We use multispectral 
imaging to map the pre-war street layout. Follow up ERT surveys reveal a number of likely voids within 
the former building footprint, suggesting that parts of the underground bunker may still be intact. The 
geophysical results are being used to apply for a special excavation permit that will hopefully uncover a 
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part of the bunker, and help confirm survivor testimonies of one of the most symbolic acts of resistance 
during the Holocaust. 

Figure 1: 3D rendering showing correlation of 2019 multispectral imagery (right) with the 1936 street plan (left) at the Mila 18 
Memorial site in Warsaw, Poland. Imagery is overlaid on a digital elevation model created from drone-based photogrammetry. 
The modern-day Warsaw street layout was changed during post-war reconstruction. 
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From mono-sensor to multi-sensor archaeological magnetic surveying using drones. 
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The integration of magnetic sensors to drones in geophysics can be challenging due to the static and 

dynamic magnetic disturbances of the carrier. To overcome these issues, the use of compensation units or 

towed sensors systems results in a loss of intrinsic qualities of UAVs: flight flexibility and lightness. The use of 

a fixed boom and in-flight compensation procedures allow for high quality magnetic data surveys without 

directional effects and corrected from the static magnetic field of the drone. To minimize the dynamic noise of the 

carrier, the length of the boom has to be consistent with the choice of the UAV motors (and their 

number). Different motors specifications generate different magnetic fields that affect the geophysical 

measurements with high frequency noise and dynamic offsets (figure 1). To conceive an integrated and 

optimized UAS for magnetic acquisition, the mean magnetic perturbation and high-frequency noise 

generated at various distances by different UAV motors/architectures according to the rotation speed, power 

or lift, is empirically determined.  

Using these results, Terremys develops drones for magnetic surveying in a wide range of applications using 

centimetric RTK positioning, laser terrain control, advanced magnetic calibration/compensation methods and 

optimized synchronization between the flight data and the geophysical data. A near-surface (1 m) magnetic 

survey for archaeological mapping is carried out with a drone. It is compared with gradiometric data 

acquired with a towed cart and with total field data acquired with a backpack system. Drone acquisition allows 

for detection of archaeological remains such as old buildings and foundations with the same efficiency as ground 

acquisitions. The drone carrier has a greater independence to seasonality and allows for less strenuous 

acquisitions  than ground carriers. Acquisition statistics show that in order to outperform the va rious ground-

based carriers in terms of field efficiency (preparation time, presence in the area and acquisition), it is 

necessary to acquire several profiles simultaneously by implementing a multi-sensor magnetic system to the 

drone. The Terremys MANTA drone carries a boom with 4 to 6 fluxgate sensors and their synchronization 

electronics. A magnetic map acquired on a test site is compared to data acquired with a single sensor on the 

ground. This field test shows that the survey using this multi-sensor system allows for the same interpretations than 

that of ground acquisitions, for a fourfold increase in productivity. 

Figure 1: Magnetic disturbance measured at 20 cm, 40 cm and 90 cm from the bottom plate of a lightweight in -

house built UAV with small motors pushed to different speed. The disturbance shows a high frequency noise and 

an offset of magnetic field intensity increasing with motors speed. This offset depends on motors and drone 

architecture. It decreases cubewise with the drone-sensor distance. Motors speed can correspond to different 

power injection or lift depending on their nature. 
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The integration of UAV and magnetometers is opening new research perspectives by changing the strategy of 

the subsurface investigation. These systems allow a good resolution, coverage and productivity, expanding the 

possible fields of applications to topics of primary interest today, such as the field of mining exploration or in 

engineering applications. Finally, a future goal could be related to the use of UAV magnetic systems in low 

amplitude anomaly cases such as in archaeogeophysics.  

However, one of the main problems related to the UAV-magnetometer system is the characterization and 

compensation of electromagnetic interference generated by the mobile platform which is generally tackled by 

suspending the magnetometer sensors away from the UAV or by attempting some post-acquisition filtering of 

the data. Several studies have tested various magnetometer-UAV distances concluding that an optimal 

attenuation of the electromagnetic noise is obtained when the magnetometer sensor is 3-5 m away from the 

drone motors. In fact, this distance may vary according to the type of drone and payload. Thus, a solution 

generally accepted is to hang the magnetometer sensor to the drone with ropes, up to the distance of 3 m. 

However, this configuration of the UAV-magnetometer system could compromise the stability of the flight 

(e.g., in case of windy weather) and can create unwanted periodic variations in the acquired magnetic data 

generated by the inevitable oscillations of the magnetometer sensor. 

This work focuses on the comparison of the magnetic data acquired over near-surface targets (metallic pipes) 

using two different UAV-magnetometer arrangements. These strategies involve not only the use of different 

distances between the UAV and the magnetometer sensors but also the way the magnetometer is attached to 

the drone. Both UAV surveys were conducted using the electric-powered DJI Matrice M600 pro hexacopter 

and the Geometrics Micro-Fabricated Atomic Magnetometer (MFAM), a laser-pumped atomic magnetometer 

with two alkali-vapor cesium sensors. The very high sampling rate of this magnetometer (1000 Hz), allows 

obtaining an unaliased measurement of 50Hz fields as well as the correct identification of the high-frequency 

magnetic noise caused by the rotary aircraft used. In our prototype configuration, the MFAM is housed in a 

light, aerodynamic and nonmagnetic polystyrene bird with a thin and rigid base.  

During the first UAV survey, the magnetometer was fixed to the drone landing sled, at only 0.5 m distance 

between the rotors and the magnetometer; in the second investigation test, sensors were suspended 3 m below 

the UAV. The two configurations illustrate the possible solutions to obtain, on one hand, the stability of the 

UAV-magnetometer system during flight and, on the other hand, the minimization of the magnetic and 

electromagnetic noise generated by the mobile platform. Spectral analysis shows that the target signal and the 

interference generated by the platform do not spectrally overlap, even when the distance between the drone 

and the sensors is minimal. The anomalies identified in UAV magnetic maps are comparable in terms of 

amplitude with those shown by a magnetic ground survey carried out in the same test site. Finally, the modeling 

of the aerial surveys data provided estimates of the position and depth to sources comparable with those found 

starting from the ground magnetic data. These results demonstrate the high quality of the drone-borne data 

acquired in the two flight configurations after an adequate processing. This study shows the feasibility of 

different UAV-magnetometer flight configurations that may be chosen in function on the survey target and the 

flight conditions. 
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Figure 1. On the left the first flight configuration, with the magnetometer fixed to the UAV landing sled, 0.5 m below the platform; 

On the right the second flight configuration, with the magnetometer suspended 3 m below the UAV. 
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Abstract 

Radai is a Finnish company specialized in making geophysical surveys with unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs). Radai Oy was established in 2013 by Ari Saartenoja (MSc, applied math.) and Dr Arto Karinen 
(PhD, space physics). Neither Ari nor Arto had any prior experience in geophysical surveying or 
knowledge on drones, but they did not lack enthusiasm and talent. Arto Karinen had a background in 
electrical engineering and built the first datalogger for a digital fluxgate magnetometer. Fluxgate 
sensor was chosen because of its light weight and cheap price. Fixed-wing drone was selected 
because it has only one electric engine as a source of magnetic noise and the distance between the 
FG sensor and the electric engine could be made reasonably large. More importantly, the distance 
remains fixed and therefore, special fluxgate sensor calibration measurement could be used to find 
out the so-called hard-iron effects due the drone itself. The first field survey was made already in 
late 2013. 

Dr Markku Pirttijärvi (PhD, geophysics) joined the company in 2015 and immediately started writing 
a dedicated data processing software, RadaiPros. Markku’s background was in numerical modelling 
and inversion. He had applied equivalent layer modelling (ELM) to combine airborne gravity tensor 
data with ground gravity data. ELM was found to be a perfect method for levelling the magnetic 
datasets arising from multiple survey flights. ELM is also used to solve the heading correction, i.e., 
the level difference when flying in two opposite line directions. Finally, ELM provides a method to 
compute synthetic magnetic field on an even grid at constant height from the ground. Due to the 
finite size of the model elements and the flight height, ELM acts like a low-pass filter and removes 
high-frequency noise from the data. The combination of fixed-wing drone, fluxgate magnetometer 
and ELM has been found successful. Presently, Radai Oy is a company of about 10 professionals. 
During the last four years Radai have measured over 50 000 line-km of magnetic data for various 
clients in Finland, Sweden and Greenland.  
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Figure 1. Radai’s CEO Ari Saartenoja prepares to launch Albatros NT drone for a magnetic survey 
flight near Sodankylä in Finnish Lapland in winter 2018. (Photo by M. Pirttijärvi) 

In addition to magnetic surveys, Radai have also tested UAV-based radiometric and multispectral 
surveys. The first radiometric measurements were made in 2016 using a “light-weight” (4 kg) gamma 
spectrometer by Czech company Georadis. In 2020 Radai tested a new total intensity measuring 
radiometric device developed by Georadis. Based on the first tests, measuring the total intensity is a 
feasible alternative to measuring the gamma spectrum, particularly, if magnetic field can be 
measured at the same time. 

Recently, Radai Oy made the first field tests with semi-airborne frequency-domain EM system they 
have developed the last few years. The EM system called Louhi, uses a large ground loop transmitter 
and a light-weight (2 kg) 3-component EM receiver towed by a drone. The EM device is still under 
development, but the preliminary results look promising. Despite the noise, 1D interpretation of the 
data yields resistivity models that depict the true geoelectric structure and hence the geology of the 
survey area. Moreover, a drone can be used to tow the EM receiver safely. Radai aims to get the 
Louhi EM system and related EM interpretation software operative within couple of years.  
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Abstract

The recent utilization of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) enables to fill a niche between conventional aero-
geophysics and pure ground geophysics. An unmanned aircraft system (UAS) with one or more sensor
systems mounted can cover a wide range of applications. In addition to spectroscopy, magnetometry and
radar techniques the application of UAVs for electromagnetic (EM) methods is also very promising (Stoll
et al., 2019). Besides challenges like limited load capacities and electromagnetic noise caused by the vehicle
itself, an aircraft system offers great potential for the identification of subsurface conductivity structures
and thus for groundwater mapping or mineral exploration.
In the framework of the collaborative project Deep Electromagnetic Sounding for Mineral Exploration II
(DESMEX II), a UAS (cf. Fig. 1, left) suited for EM measurements was tested. The concept is in-
spired by helicopter-based semi-airborne electromagnetic (sAEM) surveys accomplished during the preced-
ing DESMEX project (Becken et al., 2020). In such surveys a powerful EM transmitter is installed on the
ground and the induced magnetic field is measured by sensors in a towed platform.
Recently, we have realized a UAS-based sAEM survey near Merfeld (Germany) with the foremost objective
to demonstrate the capability of the system. The survey area is located within the Münsterland Cretaceous
Basin and covers an area of about 7 km2. This region is characterized by a simple underlying geology and
is ideally suited for UAS flights due to its flat terrain. A total of four grounded electric bipole transmitters
were installed in the field ranging from 800 m to 1.5 km in length. Here, each transmitter was powered using
a Metronix TXM-22 source and surveyed individually. We injected an alternating square wave current with
a fundamental frequency of 32 Hz with an amperage of up to 20 A. The flight paths are aligned mainly per-
pendicular to the orientation of the transmitter bipoles with 150 m line spacing. Also, two ground stations
were operated in the field each equipped with a coil triple (3x Metronix MFS-07e and Metronix SHFT-02).
The primary task of processing sAEM data in our approach is the estimation of the position and frequency
dependent magnetic transfer functions, which specify a linear relation between the observed magnetic field
and the injected current amperage. These transfer functions provide information about the conductivity dis-
tribution in the subsurface. We determine the transfer functions for harmonics of the injected fundamental
frequency in the frequency domain. We performed a 2D inversion along a profile crossing all four transmitter
bipoles (cf. Fig. 1, right) using the MARE2DEM code. A conductivity contrast of approximately 150 Ωm

was identified at a depth between 100 m and 250 m, which is consistent with borehole information from
the region and marks the transition of two marl layers. Additionally, a direct current geoelectrical sounding
carried out in the survey area for validation purposes reveals the mentioned contrast.
So far, it can be concluded that good data quality can be achieved up to a distance of 2 km from the
transmitter. There are two major influences on the data quality: octocopter-related electromagnetic noise
occurring mainly in frequency bands between 500 Hz to 1 kHz and 3 kHz to 6 kHz and motion noise
effects which become prominent at lower frequencies (< 50 Hz) depending on flight stability. Despite these
influences, the results of the test survey point out the potential of a UAS-based approach and demonstrate
clearly the suitability of such a system for sAEM applications.
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Figure 1: Left: Setup of the UAS consisting of 1) a X825 octocopter from Aerialis, 2) a compactified Metronix ADU-
08e logging device, 3) a Xsens MTi-G-710 inertial measurement unit, 4) a Bartington Mag-13MSL70 3-axis fluxgate
sensor and 5) a Metronix SHFT-02e induction coil triple; Right: North component of the estimated magnetic transfer
functions along a north-south aligned profile crossing all four deployed transmitters (Tx1: northern, green; Tx2: blue;
Tx3: red; Tx4: southern, magenta). The transmitter bipoles are orientated in an east-west direction. The complex-
valued transfer functions are displayed in terms of amplitude and phase at three different frequencies (96 Hz, 1696 Hz,
8960 Hz).
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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT FUTURE AIRBORNE EM CONCEPTS AND NOVEL 

VIZUALIZATION TECHNIQUES 
Stoll, J.B.1, Schulze, K.2, &. Pols, R.2 
1 Mobile Geophysical Technologies GmbH, Celler Str. 13, 292229 Celle, Germany 
2 Craytive Technologies, Oosthavenkade 39a, 3134 NW Vlaardingen , The Netherlands 

Competition in the exploration industry continues to pit geophysical technologies against other 

alternative means of increasing production and lowering risk and costs. We need to respond with 

better solutions by providing better, higher- resolution data, more accurate processing and 

sophisticated integration of data with other information. 

Drone adoption is skyrocketing. UAVs have made their way into the daily workflows across the 

industries, so in geophysical exploration. Drones obviously are an interesting alternative to traditional 

ground and manned airborne geophysical platforms. 

In the context of raw material exploration programs, there is a clear need to increase the exploration 

depth. Semi-AEM methods can meet these requirements by combining the advantages of powerful 

transmitters used on the ground with efficient, multicopter-based measurements of the magnetic field 

response in the air. The penetration depth can be exceeded by conventional airborne EM systems 

applying very low source frequencies and large transmitter-receiver offsets in the field. 

The combination of sequential sources enables to propagate the electric field from different source 

positions to highlight the response from a particular formation. In practice it involves using multi-

electric current sources. Such a survey design is not commercially viable except when survey costs can 

be significantly lowered using drones. For larger survey areas, efficiency demands that a swarm of 

drones be used for data acquisition. 

The amount of drone data collected will continue to grow. Exploration technology and data 

visualization must adapt to cope with the flood of data in the years to come. Data visualization is the 

process of translating large data sets and metrics into charts, graphs and other visuals. 

This figure shows an example of a “pseudo-holographic” display of a 3D model of Semi-Airborne EM 

data as seen by one participant on VR glasses. The 3D image is created by simulating how the eyes and 

brains perceive the real three-dimensional world around us. The second participant in this example 

(“Johannes”) is viewing the scene on his device from his perspective.  
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One problem in studying Earth’s interior, either via numerical simulation or observational methods 

such as seismic or electromagnetic tomography, is that the resulting data sets are large, complex, and 

difficult to analyze. Visualization is a proven effective approach to gaining insight from complex data, 

but visualizing three-dimensional data using two-dimensional display media such as computer screens 

has inherent issues: projecting 3D data into 2D necessarily causes distortions of relative positions, 

lengths/distances, and angles. In turn, these distortions can hide important features or relationships 

between features, or create spurious features or relationships. 

Virtual and augmented reality (VR, AR) visualization solves this problem by visualizing 3D data in a 3D 

display medium, and therefore avoiding projection to 2D and its concomitant distortions. In VR, virtual 

3D objects, including graphical representations of 3D data, appear to the viewer exactly as real 3D 

objects would, allowing viewers to use the full power of their visual perception for data analysis. 

Virtual Reality techniques revolutionize the way how we visualize our geophysical data and combine it 

with other information. VR and AR 3D graphics visualization leverages the power of the human visual 

pattern recognition system. The resulting visual representation of data makes it easier to identify and 

share trends, outliers, and new insights about the information represented in the data with a client. It 

is the perfect tool to report the results of an exploration project and the crucial findings to a client. 
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Drone-based active-source multichannel seismic survey system 

Takeshi Tsuji, Junji Kinoshita, Shuhei Tsuji, Kaoru Yamamoto, Tatsunori Ikeda (Kyushu University) 

We have developed an active-source seismic profiler for drone deployment. Using the drone-
based seismic profiler, we can estimate (i) 3D shallower geological structure (~2m) mainly from 
surface wave analysis and (ii) deeper geological structures from reflection/refraction analyses. 
To deploy the multichannel receivers on the drone, we downsized the data acquisition system 
(i.e., source system including controllers, receivers, and data loggers). Because the commercial 
data loggers are too large to deploy on the drone, we developed a small-size data logger (<1 kg). 
Furthermore, since it is difficult to deploy the conventional large seismic source system on the 
drone, we have developed a small-size source system and a source controller. We call this small 
source system as “Portable Active Seismic Source” (PASS) system. Originally, we have developed 
PASS for space exploration (i.e., lunar active seismic profiler; Tsuji et al., 2018). Because the signal 
timing is accurately controlled in our small PASS, stacking continuous waveforms enhances the 
signal-to-noise ratio, allowing the use of a small seismic source to explore extensive areas. The 
PASS generates a wide frequency signal (i.e., chirp), and we can change the frequency by 
considering the target of the survey. If we analyze the surface wave for S-wave velocity 
estimation, we should use the relatively low-frequency signal.  

In our field experiment, the signal from the small PASS propagated several hundred meters 
for horizontal distance. Currently, we have deployed both PASS and receivers on a single drone, 
and estimated spatial S-wave velocity distribution of the shallow geological formation (Figure 1). 
The single drone system includes six receivers and one PASS in a ~1.5 m array. To reduce the 
noise from the drone, the receivers are detached from the drone by using the string between 
the drone and receiver. After the drone arrives at the survey area, the receivers descend to the 
ground surface from the drone. Although we try to reduce the noise from the drone, some 
vibration noise was included in the seismic data. Therefore, we used continuous wavelet 
transformation for the surface wave analysis and succeeded to obtain the continuous dispersion 
curves. Our field experiments in the beach area demonstrate that we can obtain 3D S-wave 
velocity in the shallow formations (0-1 m depth) by applying surface wave analysis to the short 
array data. By using the drone, we can rapidly obtain the seismic data at many survey points (~3 
min for a single survey point). This single array system could be useful for imaging the 
embankment, beach, desert, agricultural area, etc. One of the advantages of our drone-based 
system is that seismic surveys can be conducted where we cannot conduct conventional surveys 
because of limited accessibility. 

If we investigate the deeper geological formation, we should use multiple drones (>2 drones); 
Deploying the source and receivers for different drones enable us to apply seismic reflection and 
refraction analyses. Because our 
PASS repeatedly generates the same 
waveforms, we can record the source 
signal at different positions at 
different times, and only two drones 
(e.g., source and receiver drones) 
can obtain multi-channels seismic 
data with long offset (several 
hundred meters). Indeed, we have 
developed the controlling system 
(algorithm) for the optimum 
operation of multiple drones for the 
active seismic survey.  Figure 1. Drone with multichannel seismic array.
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Design and Development of a Drone Assisted Seismic Survey 

John Ryan Himes1 and Isabel M. Morris2 

New Mexico Tech, Socorro NM 87801  

Seismic surveys are an incredibly useful and reliable tool for the fields of geology, geotechnical 

engineering, and civil engineering [1, 2]. Active source seismic surveys involve sending 

controlled mechanical waves into the ground and having multiple sensors, called geophones, 

record the resulting reflected waves. In civil engineering, seismic surveys can identify 

underground utilities and infrastructure as well as determine soil compositions and profiles. Civil 

engineering-scale seismic surveys require a substantially smaller volume of land to be surveyed 

when compared to geological and geotechnical applications, but the whole process can still be 

quite labor-intensive. Each geophone requires meticulous placement and calibration, and even a 

small survey can require tens of geophones. Additionally, areas that are hard to access, contain 

sharp elevation gains/depressions, or have rocky ground conditions require different survey 

parameters and can prolong installation time. To alleviate the tedious installation process and 

expand the use of active source reflection seismic surveys for civil engineering-scale projects, 

this design project proposes a fleet-capable drone system with the ability to properly install a 

geophone in a predetermined location and record accurate and precise data. 

The proposed drone system utilizes two primary components: a hexcopter drone and a 3D 

printed geophone case. The geophone case is designed around a typical wireless seismic node 

with the consideration of three types of loads in different flight scenarios. The flight scenarios 

addressed are the “landed”, “in-flight”, and “landing” scenarios. The three failure modes 

considered for each flight scenario are the reactions at bolt connections, the maximum bending 

moment in the cross section of longest length, and the transverse shear stress with respect to the 

outer walls of the case. Components of the case prototype were constructed using a 3D printer 

set at 60% infill utilizing PLA filament (nominal strength of 28 GPa) joined together by eight 

9/16-inch carriage bolts. Knowing the mass of the whole drone system and the strength of 

material used, the controlling and allowable forces could be calculated. When comparing the 

values, the design of the geophone was deemed adequate. 

The selected drone takes on a hexcopter base system that utilizes six TAROT 5008 motors. 

These motors are rated to generate 2kg of lift per motor, giving the total allowable payload limit 

of 12kg. This exceeds the total mass of the system (10.75kg). A 4000mAh 6-Cell LiPo battery is 

used to power the drone and is estimated to give a flight time of 20 minutes with the provided 

payload. Lastly, the drone uses a PIXHAWK 2.4.8 flight controller that takes commands from an 

RC controller and the PIXHAWK telemetry kit. The telemetry kit allows the execution of a 

designated flight path and provides the drone the necessary communication in a fleet setting. 

1 Undergraduate Student, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
2 Assistant Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
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Figure 1 shows the completed assembly of the proposed drone system with the geophone inside 

the 3D printed case. 

Fig. 1 Completed assembly of the proposed drone system with geophone and case in installed configuration 

Currently, the drone prototype is being calibrated and prepared for flight testing and field testing 

of the geophone installation. These field tests will dictate whether or not the drone is capable of 

properly installing the geophone or if immediate design changes or modifications are needed for 

the design. Additional developments include developing a mobile autonomous seismic source to 

be used in conjunction with the geophone system described here. If a fully automated seismic 

survey were to be developed, then seismic surveys could be conducted on other worlds to gather 

information about the geology and subsequently determine adequate foundations and structure 

types before mankind ever steps foot on their new possible home. 
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Freefall Sensor Deployment by UAV Fleet – System Integration Pilot 
Authors: John Archer, Malcolm Greig, Brendan Chambers (SAExploration, Inc.) 

The METIS programme initiated by Totalenergies in 2015, aims to deploy a geophysical payload 
(geophones) by dropping them from a fleet of autonomous UAVs. Previous pilot tests have 
demonstrated the ability to deploy sensors from altitude, and have the sensors connect 
wirelessly to a ground network enabling real-time transmission of seismic data. In this paper we 
report on the latest pilot test where we successfully employed a fleet of six swarming UAVs and 
demonstrated the safety clearance system of the dropping operation. 

Previous METIS pilot tests included Papua New Guinea in 2017, where we dropped DARTs 
manually with a single prototype UAV in the Papuan rainforest, had them connect 
automatically to a seismic ground network, and transmit seismic data from a downhole airgun 
source back to the recorder in real-time. A more recent test in Abu Dhabi in January 2020 
demonstrated the principle in desert conditions, and at night-time, again using the first 
generation UAV, and recording seismic data from a vibroseis source.  

The objective of the recent pilot completed in France this year was to demonstrate the 
successful integration of the fleeting software, the dropping software and the safety clearance 
system with the new fleet of 6 custom-built UAVs. 

The purpose of the safety clearance system is to provide an environment in which the DART 
dropping (and to a lesser extent general UAV overflight) can be performed without risk of 
damage or injury to property, wildlife or people. The system itself comprises multiple layers 
including real-time tracking of all crew personnel, the use of ground detection sensors, and on-
board manual and AI techniques for intruder detection. 

The Safety Clearance System is a part of the Command and Control, a comprehensive system 
developed by SAExploration. This governs the UAV flight operations, while monitoring and 
displaying the real time location of all personnel, vehicles, infrastructure, hazards and intruders 
that are present in the operational area. The system provides integrated detection, tracking and 
communications functions, such that all aspects of the wider operation can be managed from a 
single console.  

Fleet management and oversight of the DART dropping operation is the responsibility of the 
Ground Control Station developed by CapGemini Engineering. The health and status of 
individual UAVs are transmitted to the GCS where an operator monitors them for abnormal 
operation and can take action as necessary. A second console for the dropping operator 
displays nadir images from the UAV that is in position and ready to deploy a sensor. These 
images are analysed by the UAV pilot, the dropping operator and a secondary AI system that is 
trained to detect people or wildlife, and only if all three are clear is the drop initiated. 
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The third system is EZ Chains, developed by Scalian, which controls the individual UAVs, and 
manages their path planning to avoid collisions. Each flight of the UAV is fully autonomous – the 
pilot is there to take control if needed. 

Extensive documentation was developed by the METIS team and provided to the French 
aviation authority, the DGAC, who issued what we believe to be the first UAV permit to fly 
authorizing freefall release of payload from altitude. 

The pilot test was carried out near Bordeaux, France in June of 2021, and successfully 
demonstrated the full integration of these three systems.  

Figure 1 Pilots and refueling crew during a mission 
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UAS Enabled Gamma Ray Mapping at the 

Schwartzwalder Mine Jefferson County, CO 
By Ronald S. Bell, Senior Geophysicist & geoDRONEologist 

Once one of the nation’s largest underground uranium mines, the Schwartzwalder 

Mine is in Jefferson County northwest of Denver, Colorado.  The mine began operations 

in 1940’s.  The Colorado Cotter Corporation acquired it in 1965; continued to mine  the 

deposit until 2000.  Currently undergoing a surface 

remedial action resulting from a recent singed agreement 

between Cotter and numerous stakeholders, our team 

was fortunate to be given the opportunity by Ensero 

Solutions. Inc. (www.ensero.com) to conduct field trials 

of the D230A drone-enabled Gamma Ray Spectrometer 

available from Terraplus (www.terraplus.com) over 

select areas within the mine site boundaries. 

Our team began the field trials by collecting 

gamma ray data at an altitude of 40 meters AGL before 

shifting to an ultra-low altitude survey mode to collect 

data along a select transects over the waste rock piles 

and dumps adjacent to creek passing in front of the mine 

portals. I will be presenting the results of this data 

collection and sharing the lessons learned from effort.    

Speaker Biography:   

After more than four (4) decades applying ground, airborne, and borehole 

geophysics to resource exploration and environmental subsurface 

characterization, in 2017 began conducting field trials of a prototype version of 

the MagArrowTM, an innovative low power, light weight magnetometer made by 

Geometrics, Inc.  In the fall of 2018, the production version of the instrument was 

introduced to the market.  From 2018 through today, Ron has conducted more 

than 50 UAV enabled low altitude aeromagnetic surveys using the system for a 

broad array of applications including the exploration for minerals, groundwater, 

geothermal, and hydrocarbons, locating legacy oil and gas wells and pipelines, 

and detecting and mapping geohazards.  Ron is an internationally recognized 

advocate for the application of drones to geoscientific mapping, is a Part 107 

certified UAV pilot, and holds a BS in Applied Physics from Michigan Technological University.  

International Geophysical Services, LLC 

D30A Gamma Ray Spectrometer 

mounted on a Matrice 600 Pro 
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Radon corrections for UAV-borne gamma-ray measurements 

Authors: S. van der Veekea,b, J. Limburgb, R.L. Koomansb, 

a. KVI-CART, University of Groningen, Zernikelaan 25, 9747 AA, Groningen, The Netherlands, now at

Department of Radiation Oncology, University Medical Centre Groningen, Hanzeplein 1,9713 GZ

Groningen, the Netherlands

b. Medusa Radiometrics, Groningen, Skagerrak 26, 9723 JR, Groningen, The Netherlands

Introduction 

The introduction of affordable heavy duty unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have led to the 

possibility to do UAV-borne gamma-ray spectrometry (GRS) surveys. Many geophysical airborne GRS 

studies aim to map the tiny concentrations of naturally occurring 40K, 238U and 232Th in the 

environment [1], but these surveys can be extended to track down and identify man-made 

radioactive contamination [2]. Historically, GRS studies have been used to characterize the 

geological composition of an area and aid in the search for mineral resources [1]. The technique has 

also been applied as a proxy for the soil texture, which is valuable input for agricultural applications 

[3].  

The possibility to use GRS on UAVs have led to new applications and interpretations of spectral data. 

UAVs combine the high spatial resolution of walking surveys with the ease of access associated to 

airborne surveys, thereby allowing the efficient mapping of dangerous or difficult accessible areas.  

A model for the footprint and a height correction algorithm for UAV-borne GRS measurements has 

been published [4], this model is shown to be significantly different from the renowned methods 

currently used to process airborne collected data [1]. Moreover, the optimal detector size in UAV-

borne GRS measurements has been studied [5].  

An important aspect of airborne measurements is the presence of radon. Radon is radioactive gas, 

exhalated from the soil, that can build up in the atmosphere. The presence of radon causes a high 

background that results in the inability to accurately characterize the radionuclide concentrations of 

an area. This research proposes two new methods that can correct for the influence of radon in 

UAV-borne measurements.  

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the influence of radon in UAV-borne gamma-ray spectrometry measurements. Radon is a radioactive gas 

that emits gamma-rays that end up in the detector. The counts caused by the radon cloud interfere with the ability to determine the 

radionuclide concentration of the naturally occurring radionuclides (40K, 238U and 232Th) present in the ground.  
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Methods 

The currently available radon correction methods for airborne GRS use a separate upward looking 

detector that is shielded from radiation coming from below, or rely on the difference in spectral 

shape based on the origin of radiation (spectral ratio and full spectrum method [6]). Due to the tight 

weight budget of an UAV, a shielded upward looking detector is not feasible for these kind of 

surveys. The difference in the shape of the spectrum is caused by a geometric difference in the 

attenuation of gamma-rays based on their origin, which becomes significant at higher altitudes 

(>60m). UAV-borne GRS studies operate at a much lower altitude (0-40m) and this approach does 

not work for UAV measurements. Therefore, two new methods for radon correction are proposed:  

Height measurements: The first method makes use of the changing contribution of radon as a 

function of height. Gamma-rays from the ground are increasingly attenuated, whereas the 

contribution of radon increase with height.  Although not enough to induce a spectral shape change, 

it will introduce a count rate difference which can be used to determine the influence of radon.  

Split detector: The second proposed method is inspired by the upward looking detector and is 

possible due to the recent introduction of silicon photomultipliers. A round scintillating crystal is split 

in two halves and the radiation in both halves is recorded separately. The combined signal is used for 

the conventional analysis of the survey. The bottom crystal ‘shields’ radiation coming from below 

and the top crystal shields radiation coming from above. By measuring the ratio between the counts 

in both halves it is possible to determine the origin of radiation, and determine the presence and the 

magnitude of the radon concentration. 

Both methods have been validated by doing Monte-Carlo simulations. These studies show the 

potential to function as UAV-borne radon correction methods in GRS studies. Medusa Radiometrics 

is currently producing the split detector and verification measurements are expected to be done by 

the end of the year.  
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Gravity gradiometry with a portable cold atom interferometer

Storm Weiner1∗, Siddhant Mal1, Binhan Hua1, Leah Kong1,
Xuejian Wu2, Frank Ketcham3, Holger Mueller1

1 Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley
2 Department of Physics, Rutgers University

3 Subject Matter Expert in Commercial Aviation, University of California, Berkeley
∗ Corresponding Author: stormweiner@berkeley.edu

We previously reported a compact cold Cesium gravimeter, MiniG, that achieved a sensitivity of 37
µGal/

√
Hz and a long term stability of 2 µGal. Now we describe recent progress in the construction of our

drone-based atomic gravity gradiometer for airborne autonomous gravity surveys. Our device will measure
the vertical gravity gradient with a target sensitivity of 10 Eotvos/

√
Hz while mounted on an unmanned

quad-rotor aircraft capable of 30 minute to 1 hour flight times. The total mass of the aircraft and sensor
payload will be 100-150 Kg. The gradient is measured by differencing two vertically displaced, simultaneous
Mach-Zehnder interferometers probed with the same lasers. This differencing scheme cancels the dominant
contribution of vertical vibration noise that is unavoidable in-flight.

Major upgrades since our previous gravimeter include using diffractive optics for generating the cool-
ing and trapping laser beams, and using a state-of-the-art flat-top beam shaper for interferometry pulses,
simplifying the optics module, and flight-hardening our electronic control and power systems.

Our vacuum chamber has two diffraction gratings which split and redirect our single laser beam to form
the upper and lower magneto optical traps. These gratings are fabricated in-house at the Marvell Nanolab
on the UC Berkeley campus, which was a major effort and one of our primary results to report. Gratings
offer unique advantages over conventional mirrors including reduced part count, reduced alignment degrees
of freedom, increased optical access, and potential for scalable mass-production.

The optics module achieves atom cooling/trapping, interferometry, and imaging using a single laser diode,
no external cavity, and no optical amplifiers. This simple design is a guiding philosophy for our project, and
enforces a strict laser-power budget. Compared to our previous design, we have replaced one acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) with fiber-coupled electro-optic modulator, which offers much larger tuning bandwidth.
This design increases our flexibility in atom-optics and will allow us to attempt to achieve larger momentum
transfer. Furthermore, we have combined the function of two AOMs into a single AOM. This reduces the
number of discrete optical components and alignment degrees of freedom. Our interferometry beams use a
refractive flat-top beam shaper. This ensures uniform pulse strength across the cross-section of our beam
without sacrificing laser power as an apodizing filter would. This helps minimize our sensitivity to transverse
vibrations.

Our electronic control system is based on the embedded microcontroller package developed for our ground-
based gravimeter, MiniG. MiniG had several commercial electronics modules which require AC power, which
was provided by our onboard battery and inverter. To meet the flight-constrained weight budget, we cut out
the inverter by replacing these modules with our own electronics designs that natively run on DC power.
We will be open-sourcing all of our electronic schematics and printed circuit board designs under the GPL3
license when they are sufficiently developed and tested.

1
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Figure 1: Diagram showing the dual mach-zehnder interferometry laser pulse sequence. Two vertically
displaced interferometers are simultaneously probed withe the same pair of laser beams. This ensures that
all vertical vibration noise will cancel out upon subtration when computing the gravity gradient. We enjoy
a reduced sensitivity to tranverse vibrations by using a flat-top beam shaper.

2
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Title and abstract: Complex drone operations - flying through the regulations. 

Abstract: 

As the drone industry matures and new use-cases are developing, there is an evolving need to 
conduct complex drone operations. This typically includes Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS), 
autonomous operations, swarms, and other types of operations that sit outside the standard 
approved regulatory framework. Tom will look at some of the frameworks that facilitate the 
approval process so as to satisfy the regulator and allow the operator to conduct these types of 
operations. 
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Application of remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) to regional airborne geophysical mapping: a 
concept study. 

Richard Fortin, Maurice Coyle, Doug Oneschuk, Olivier Boulanger, Alain Grenier, Brad Harvey and Mathieu Ouellet. 
Airborne Geophysics section, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Canada 

Airborne geophysics has been an essential tool for geological mapping and resource exploration in 
Canada. Considering the extensive and often remote Canadian landmass, regional scale airborne surveys 
have provided a mean to collect information about the subsurface at high resolution over large areas in 
a relatively short time. The goal is to compile geophysical maps to help resolve framework lithological 
units, geological structures, and other features. These surveys have relied primarily on magnetic and 
gamma-ray spectrometric data collection in initial phases of exploration. Regional surveys can cover up 
to 50,000 sq-km and more of land surface and will necessitate to fly from 5000 to 100,000 line-km to 
complete. With flight line spacing generally included in the range between 50m to 800m at survey 
altitude between 90m to 300m and survey speed from 50 to 90 kt, regional airborne geophysical 
projects can require dozens of flights and can last a few months before completion. 

Airborne geophysics is a mature field that has seen 60 to 70 years of development. Over this time, the 
Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) and other geoscientific organizations (i.e. Geoscience Australia, 
USGS, IAEA…) have contributed guidelines and technical requirements for airborne geophysics that have 
been published and recognized internationally. These guidelines have benefitted the exploration 
industry by streamlining data acquisition processes, setting de-facto standards, and ensuring the 
collection of high-quality foundational data.  

There has been a lot of interest recently in using remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) for geoscientific 
applications. The type of flight operations involved in airborne geophysics being repetitive and 
prolonged but requiring accurate navigation could be accomplished advantageously with RPASs. RPASs 
could deliver a safer and more efficient alternative with a reduced environmental footprint to aircrafts 
with a pilot on board. Many case studies describing applications of small RPAs to localized geophysical 
surveys have been reported. But since enabling technologies for beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) and 
related regulations from civil aviation authorities are still being developed, very few trials with longer 
range RPAS in low-level survey operations have been presented and a formal assessment of RPASs for 
airborne geophysical application hasn’t been conducted. 

Since airborne geophysics has been contributing extensively to the GSC’s programs successes, an 
analysis of RPAS’s available technologies and operational capabilities that could support regional 
airborne geophysical operations and a review of the regulatory environment in which RPAs would 
operate in is being conducted to assess opportunities offered by this new technology to future mapping 
programs. Expected advantages and benefits, challenges to overcome and technological gaps are being 
considered to draft an early concept of operations providing a preliminary vision on requirements and 
intended use. A call on suppliers will also be released to quantify industry’s current ability to satisfy 
these requirements. The overall goal is to provide an initial framework for further development to be 
continued in subsequent activities and to inform industry on pathways to transitioning to RPAs. 
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Guidelines for Drone Geophysics
Geoff Pettifer, GHD Geotechnics, GHD 

(On behalf of the NSG Inter-Society Committee on UAV Geophysics Guidelines and Standards) 

After the Summit on Drone Geophysics in 2020, a core group of the presenters and other 

interested people, convened to discuss the perceived need for written guidelines (perhaps as a 

step towards eventual standards), on the use of small unmanned aerial systems (sUAS or UAV) 

for geophysical and remote sensing surveys.  

There was a common understanding and concern that drone geophysical data was already being 

acquired and processed, without proper guidelines, to a variable standard by a range of 

geoscientists and new players emerging all the time, all on a learning curve with dealing with the 

special characteristics and data processing challenges (noise types, ground clearance variation 

from requirements issues etc.) that typify drone acquired geophysical data compared to either 

ground or airborne acquired geophysical data. Accordingly a NSG Inter-Society Committee on 

UAS Geophysics Guidelines and Standards was formed (with members from SEG, EEGS, AGU, 

EAGE, ASEG, KEGS, AIG, SAGA, DGG, PESGB, IAGSA) and has met five times in the last year. 

It was initially decided to produce a guideline draft document for circulation and comment (to all 

relevant NSG Societies), first for drone magnetic surveys (total field and vector), that would then 

serve as a template for what was agreed to be the range of other sensors also requiring guidelines 

(e.g. radiometrics, EM, remote sensing etc.). The guidelines are a work in progress and are being 

framed, drawing together the experience of the committee members and reviewers, as well as 

both: recognizing and referencing the rapidly proliferating literature on drone vehicles, geophysics 

acquisition, noise mitigation and processing in the literature; and the current published standards 

for other drone acquired data (e.g. photogrammetry, LiDAR etc.). 

A set of topics to be included in the guideline(s) were discussed and a common agreement 

reached, that the goal is simply to inform and educate those engaging in or contracting drone 

geophysics on the options and best practices in regard to acquiring and processing geophysical 

and remotely sensed data using a drone. For magnetics, for example pragmatically, there were 

recognized three levels of rigor required for producing drone magnetics data depending on the 

end use of the data: (1) large anomalies (e.g. abandoned wells); (2) geological / geotechnical 

mapping; (3) UXO and archaeology. As well there were the different approaches to total field and 

vector magnetics acquisition and processing if either is use for these three applications. 

In parallel to preparation of the first guideline document on magnetics, subcommittee members 

were working on gathering the specifics relevant to other sensors (in particular EM and 

radiometrics) in preparation for these follow-on other sensor guideline documents. 

Assignments were made, draft versions of each chapter of the drone magnetics guidelines, were 

penned and critically reviewed, and revisions were made and collated into a draft (progress) 

document.  All the while, every person on the voluntary committee attended to their respective 

obligations to regular jobs, education, and\or business.    

After a lot of hard work, the NSG Inter-society Committee on UAV Geophysics Guidelines will 

present the fruits of their respective labors, a draft version tentatively titled: A Guideline for Drone 

Magnetics Geophysics. 
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The following is a list of topics or subjects covered in the series of guidelines documents:- 

Magnetics        Drone Mapping   

Radiometrics      Survey Planning and Execution  

Electromagnetics      Data Point Positioning & Navigation  

Remote Sensing Systems    Post-Acquisition Processing   

UAV Platforms       Legal Considerations   

Best Safety Practices      Emerging Technologies   

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

NSG Inter-Society Committee on UAV Geophysics Guidelines 

        Rainer Wackerle      Tim Archer    

 Johannes Stoll         Elizabeth Naranyi   

 Steven van der Veeke                          Geoff Pettifer   

 Jeff Gamey           Ed Cunion   

 Paul Mutton           Robert Lawson   

 Jean Marcel Legault         Ron Bell   

 Irina Filina           Dennis Woods   

 Brendan Ray           Alan Reid  

           Callum Walter                         Chase Atwood 

  

Contacts:    Ron Bell    +1-720-220-3596    rbell@igsdenver.com  

    Geoff Pettifer     +1-360-601-7508    geoff.pettifer@ghd.com  
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